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Calls blacklist pro call blocker

Block numbers: unwanted calls and text messages. Full version, no ads. Call blocker, and also effective SMS blocker. It blocks unwanted calls and spam messages. You can add any number to the blacklist or enable one of the blocking options: Private Numbers, Unknown Numbers, or All Calls. In addition, you can block
calls or messages by prefix. This application is easy to use, lightweight and offers a wide range of functions. This app also provides a fully functional built-in SMS messenger. Pro benefits: ✔️ password protection. ✔️ schedule per day of the week. ✔️ selection of the blocking method (required Android 7 or more). ✔️ no ads.
✔️ once and use it forever. Calls Blacklist PRO - Blocker 3.2.51 Apk is an Android appDownload communication latest version Calls Blacklist PRO - Blocker Apk For Android with direct linkCall blocker, and also effective sms blocker. It blocks unwanted calls and spam messages. You can add any number to the blacklist
or enable one of the blocking options: Private Numbers, Unknown Numbers, or All Calls. In addition, you can block calls or messages by prefix. This application is easy to use, lightweight and offers a wide range of functions. Features: - Blacklist (list of calls or SMS, you want to block). Schedule. White List (never block
the list). Diary of blocked calls and messages. One click on /OFF call blocker or SMS blocker. Blocking unknown and private numbers. Blocking by prefix (start by option). Password protection. Recording and loading the blacklist. Benefits: Robust call blocker. Works on all devices. Easy to use. Benefits Lightweight.PRO
version: - Password protection. Plan by day of the week. No announcements. You can try the free version before you buy this app. Blacklist PRO Calls - Blocker ApkCalls Blacklist PRO - Blocker ApkWhats New: Bugs fixedâ ... â ... â ... MOD â ... â ... â ... ✅ Cleaned / Lightened/optimized (by DmitrySanich); ✅ removed
unnecessary or unnecessary interface elements; ✅ Ru, Fr, Ukr Google Play Calls Blacklist PRO 3.2.5 Patched is an app that blocks unwanted calls and SMS, and helps you manage blacklists. It is easy and light, it does not consume battery energy. If you're looking for a call blocker or SMS spam filter, this software is
what you need. Call blocker, and also effective SMS blocker. It blocks unwanted calls and spam messages. You can add any number to the or activate one of the blocking options: Private Numbers, Unknown Numbers and All Calls. You can also block any number of contacts, contacts and logs in your messages or
manually enter unwanted numbers. Blacklist numbers are discreetly blocked without any call indication. The blacklist records calls, all calls and text messages in an event log. Don't worry, you'll miss an important call or message. This call block also has some practical adjustment options, including the ability to block
private numbers or disable notifications. Features of the blacklist of Android PRO 3 calls: Blacklist numbers (blocking incoming and outgoing SMS) Call records and blocked SMS Blocking Anonymous (private) numbers blocking all calls Messages received as well as blocking all incoming sms call notifications as well as
blocked SMS (may be disabled in settings) As this is a Premium version , so no ads will appear The phone is one of the smartest devices, and it has brought many benefits to serve life. Before the advent of phones, the most common way to communicate was to use mail to share. It will take a long time to receive
feedback from others. But everything has two sides of it, and the phone has also become a new scam place for scammers. Every year there are many spam phone calls and scams that take place around the world and bring huge consequences. So there is an application that can help prevent this, one that can help this
user is Blacklist Pro calls. Using These application jobs are simple; players don't need to do too much to apply. Once downloaded and installed on the user's device, you can easily use it. The user has to start the app, and then you don't need to do anything; The app is automatically made for the user. Previously, if you've
used another app, you'll need to do a lot of things to activate the app and have to do it manually. But if you're using this app, all users need to download it and launch it for the first time. When it starts for the first time, the app requires call permissions to make the app work. Indeed, many people will worry that if you grant
permissions to the application, it can pass through it to listen to the user's conversations. But for this application, it's completely impossible; The application was tested very carefully before being displayed at the store. Users can feel safe when using the app to block unwanted calls. Schedule to block There are times
when a user must enter the activity room, which is the conference room, to have an important meeting. The mobile device must be completely turned off at such times because if a single call is needed, the user still feels unwell at even if there is no sound. And if you accidentally forget to turn off the notification mode, an
alarm will be sent, then a bad consequence will await you. But when the user turns off, there are times when you forget to put the device back in place to receive calls. But this application is a tool for users to solve this problem. The app will provide users with a planned blocking feature that the user has installed. For
example, every Monday from 7 a.m. to 10 a.m., the user will have a meeting at the company's company Report. The user can set exactly this time, and when the time comes, the app will automatically block all incoming calls. Once the requested time is over, the application will automatically shut down and let everything
return to normal. The user doesn't need to do anything because it automatically turns off and allows the user's call function. Variety of choice Not only blocking, but the app also provides many different features so users can choose what they need. Calls made by unknown numbers can often be fraudsters, so users can
choose to block unknown numbers. Or the user can block private numbers that the user has added to the blacklist so that the app can block them. Users can block unwanted calls, but the app can also block incoming messages when users need them. All user numbers added to the blacklist are calls and messages not
sent to the user. Call List For blocked numbers, their calls and messages will not reach the user. But this is not true since the application can generate a list for the user to get. All call and text history of blocked numbers will be recorded here for easy access to users. Users don't need to worry about having a call or text
from a critical person, but inaccessible because everything is recorded. This feature will ensure that users can easily find what they need on the list. The user can also remove the blacklist number to bring things back to normal. This app blocks both unwanted calls and text messages, and helps manage a blacklist. Easy
and light, it doesn't consume any of your device's battery. If you're looking for a call blocker or SMS spam filter, this app is what you need. You can block any number on your contact list, calls and message logs, or add an unwanted number manually. Blacklist numbers are quietly blocked and without any sign of a call.
Whatever you do, you won't be distracted by phone calls or text messages. Blacklist calls records all blocked calls and SMS in a newspaper. Don't worry, you'll never lose an important call or message. This call blocker also has some practical adjustment options, such as blocking private numbers, or disabling
notifications. Features: Blacklist of numbers (blocking incoming calls and White list (numbers never blocked). Blocked calls and SMS log. Blocking anonymous (private) numbers. Blocking all incoming calls. Blocking all incoming TEXT messages. Notification of blocked calls and text messages (can be disabled in settings).
Password protection. Save the blacklist to file. Loading the blacklist of the file. Pros: Robust call blocker.works on all devices.easy to use.lightweight and robust.does not consume memory or CPU resources. The paid version of the app does not contain advertising. You can try the free version before you buy this app. If
you have any questions about the program, please let us know by support@vlmob.com Facebook: App Info Download APK Mod [3.2.55](2.65 MB) Call Blocker, and also effective SMS blocker. It blocks unwanted calls and spam messages. You can add any number to the blacklist or enable one of the blocking options:
Private Numbers, Unknown Numbers, or All Calls. In addition, you can block calls or messages by prefix. This application is easy to use, lightweight and offers a wide range of functions. Features:- Blacklist (call list or SMS, you want to block).- Calendar.- White List (never block the list).- Diary of calls and blocked
messages.- An ON/OFF call blocker click or sms blocker.- Blocking unknown and private numbers.- Prefix blocking (Start by). Benefits:- Robust Call Blocker.- Works on all devices.- Easy to use.- benefits of the Lightweight.PRO version:- Password protection.- Plan by days of the week.- No ads. You can try the free
version before you buy this app. Reading contacts Reads user contact data. Reading the phone's status allows you to read only access to the phone's condition. CALL_PHONE allows you to initiate a phone call without going through the Dialer user interface for the user to confirm the call placed. Read SMS Lets you read
text messages. Receiving SMS allows you to monitor, record or process incoming text messages. Sending text messages allows you to send text messages. Writing text messages allows you to write SMS MESSAGES. Read the call log Reads the user's call log. Wake Lock Allows PowerManager WakeLocks to be used
to prevent the processor from sleeping or dimmering screen. Receiving the completed boot allows you to receive the completed start notification that is released after the system starts. android.permission.QUICKBOOT_POWERON Customer App Authorization. Writing external storage allows you to write to external
storage such as the SD card. com.android.vending.CHECK_LICENSE Customer App Authorization. The Internet provides access to the Internet. The state of the access network allows access to information on the networks. com.google.android.finsky.permission.BIND_GET_INSTALL_REFERRER_SERVICE Customer
App Authorization. com.google.android.c2dm.permission.RECEIVE App customer permission. Reading external storage Allows you to read from external storage such as the SD card. ALL VERSIONS
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